Abstract
This thesis is called Social Work With Family In The Risk. The crisis has been uderstood as a
crisis of the family as the institution in nowadays. Thesis is devided into three parts. In the first
I¨m describing the baisics of social work with the family. Then I’m describinf definitions and
functions of a familly accroding to opinions of several authors. There are also being open topics
about homoparentality and crisis of the family in 21. century. Separate chapter is about theories
of the family, being described by the run of differenet times and events which were forming the
statute of the family till nowadays.
The aim of the research part was to find out what are the opinions about chosen factors which
are influencing the crisis of family. The research part was done by using a method of
questionnaire. The research was done on the Theological faculty of Jan Hus at Charles
University in Prague during the April in the year 2017, responded by the group of thirty
students.
About this topic I found democratic and open minded, students are aware of modern
technologies are influencing the course of a family life. There has been also found out that
individualism is not that common in families and mostly prefered are interests of the whole
family than family members separately, what shows some signs of liberalisation of those
relationships. Strong emotional connection between family members is nowadays more and
more common than it used to be in a past. Lengthening of the time of studying is not influencing
the time of starting building own families. Not really strictly saying has the result about the part
of finding out where are people spending most of the time, there is a one point difference
between an option -with family and with friends, therefor there is not a clear result. At the end
of the thesis we found out, that the family was, has been, is and probably still will be in crisis
which will be forming the shape of family in the future time.

